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1. Bella Coola -m. One of the most puzzling of the verbal affixes in 
Bella Coola (Nuxalk) is the suffix -m. Because of the many and varied uses 
of this morpheme, some researchers have posited that -m represents two 
(Davis and Saunders 1980) or more (Nater 1984) separate morphemes, 
based in part on the varied effects it has on the transitivity of its base: in 
some cases -m renders a transitive verb intransitive and in others it appar- 
ently transitivizes intransitive (even nominal) stems. More recent work 
(Davis and Saunders 1989; 1997), however, has argued for -m as a single 
morpheme with a unified meaning, one that cuts across issues of syntactic 
transitivity. In this paper I argue for a single -m as well-specifically, for 
-m as a marker of three facets of Kemmer's (1993) characterization of the 
middle voice as designating "relatively low elaboration of events." These 
are illustrated in figure 1. 

In its most frequently attested use, -m marks the partial identification or 
nonunitariness of event participants (shown as circles in figure 1)-in other 
words, -m appears in those clauses where the initiator (I) is considered to be 
approximately equivalent to some other event participant (X in the diagram 
in figure 1), most typically an endpoint (E); such situations hold, for exam- 

ple, when the initiator acts on a body part (I D E), when some part or prop- 
erty of the initiator acts on the initiator as a whole (I c E), or the initiator 

engages in some activity in which some subpart (again, typically a body 
part) serves as a midpoint (M), most frequently an instrument (I D M). In its 
second, and most cross-linguistically unusual use, -m appears in clauses 
which conflate the subcomponents of a complex interaction between partic- 
ipants, hence realizing nonunitariness of event. These clauses occur most 
frequently in situations in which the action of I on E is specified but its 
effect is not (applicatives). The third use of -m is with verbs denoting activ- 
ities. This is a cross-linguistically very typical use of middle voice to mark 
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the reduced saliency of a semantic endpoint, although it has a number of 
interesting features in Bella Coola. These constructions are consistently in- 
transitive, while middles of the second type designating nonunitariness of 
event are transitive. Middles of the first type designating nonunitariness of 
participant are also syntactically transitive when they denote three-participant 
events, in spite of the fact that the stems to which -m attaches are in many 
cases underlyingly monovalent and intransitive. These transitivity alterna- 
tions, it will be argued, stem not so much from the application of -m-which 
in itself serves only to mark a lower degree of semantic transitivity (Hopper 
and Thompson 1980)-as from the involvement in the event of a second, 
fully "individuable" event-participant.2 

2. The middle voice. Traditional characterizations of the middle voice 
define it as a verb form which "serves to express that the subject is acting 
on herself/himself (reflexive) or for herself/himself" (Trask 1993:171). Such 
definitions, however, do not entirely account for the full range of meanings 
associated with what is considered to be the middle morpheme in a great 
many languages. Based on extensive cross-linguistic comparison, Kemmer 
(1993) has put forward a new definition in terms of what she characterizes 
as the "relatively low elaboration of events." According to Kemmer, an event 
can show low elaboration in one of two ways. The first and most typical is 
the failure of a clause to make a clear distinction between two event-partic- 
ipants, a characteristic she refers to as "low-participant distinguishability." 
According to Kemmer, the middle voice lies, along with the reflexive, at an 
intermediary position on the scale of semantic transitivity (cf. Hopper and 
Thompson 1980) running between events that involve only one participant 

2 In the interest of constraining the task at hand, no effort has been made to situate -m with 
respect to the overall system of Bella Coola voice and valency-altering morphemes, although 
the meaning of -m is, quite naturally, intimately related to many of them (particularly the ob- 
ject-permutative, -amk, on which see Davis and Saunders 1989; 1997). That said, -m is in and 
of itself-as the discussion below is intended to show-sufficiently similar in its semantics to 
what is commonly treated cross-linguistically as the middle voice that it can be fruitfully dis- 
cussed as such in its own right. 
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(prototypical intransitives) and those that involve two participants (proto- 
typical transitives). The fully transitive event has two distinct, highly indi- 
viduated participants which Kemmer refers to as the "initiator" (= "agent") 
and the endpoint (= "patient" or "theme"). These can be represented sche- 
matically as in figure 2, which is based on Kemmer (1993:50). 

Event participants are represented in figure 2 as circles while the arrow 
between the two represents an interaction of some sort (prototypically cau- 
sality) originating with the initiator (I) and terminating at the endpoint (E), 
in the canonical case effecting in that endpoint a change of state. 

At the opposite end of this scale lie prototypical intransitive events with 
only one participant that can be conceived of as neither initiator nor end- 
point. Somewhere between prototypical transitive and intransitive events 
lie reflexives and middles. Although many languages fail to differentiate 
between these two types of clause and grammaticalize the mid-portion of 
the transitive-intransitive continuum with a single marker (e.g., Spanish 
se, Russian -sja), many languages, like Bella Coola, do make the distinc- 
tion and fall into a class Kemmer designates "two-form languages." In two- 
form languages, reflexives are typically represented in the same way as 

syntactically transitive events where I and E are fully identified with one 
another through the use of a reflexive marker (commonly a pronoun, or a 
historical reflex of one). This can be represented as in figure 3 (based on 
Kemmer 1993:71), where the dotted arc signifies coreference. 

Reflexive clauses are high on the scale of semantic transitivity and E may 
behave morphosyntactically as if it were an independent entity from I (e.g., 
as an object pronoun), thereby maintaining the distinguishability of event- 
participants in different semantic roles in the clause. In middle forms, on 
the other hand, distinguishability of participants is not maintained in that E 
is not treated as a separate entity from I and the middle marker does not 
have the same morphosyntactic status of full NP or pronoun usually ac- 
corded to the reflexive morpheme, resulting in a clause with relatively lower 
semantic transitivity. Such situations can be represented as in figure 4. In 
such cases E can represent some portion of I (typically a body part) or I 
and E can be conceived of as separate portions of a common whole, as in 
cases where the will of the initiator acts so as to have an effect on I's body. 
Either case falls under the heading of what is referred to here as PARTIAL 
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IDENTITY, wherein an event-participant is broken down conceptually into 
two subcomponents which are identified with one another as being parts of 
a single, nonunitary entity. While Kemmer does not take up this issue in 
any detail, it will be argued here that in Bella Coola it is the notion of non- 
unitariness of participants that makes for the most frequent distinction be- 
tween middle and one-participant events. 

The notion of nonunitariness also ties into the second type of low elab- 
oration of events-the failure of a clause to fully treat subcomponents of 
a complex event as separate or fully specified entities. An example of this 
offered by Kemmer is the reciprocal, which typically expresses two or more 
subevents. Thus, the expression John and Sally kissed one another consists 
of two smaller, potentially separable events-John kissed Sally and Sally 
kissed John-which are not fully distinguished and which, in some two- 
form languages, may trigger middle-marking. In such cases, the appearance 
of the middle serves to indicate that the event expressed by the middle- 
marked verbs is being presented by the speaker as internally complex in 
spite of the fact that its expression is a single verb or a single clause. In 
Bella Coola, middle-marking appears in cases where an event is presented 
as being nonunitary and divisible into components which are nevertheless 
parts of a single whole, just as middle-marking appears with nonunitary par- 
ticipants to signal the identification of parts within a single entity. Such con- 
structions are syntactically transitive and are discussed in 4.2, following a 
review of the intransitive uses of -m to express partial identity of partici- 
pants and activity meanings (3) and their transitive counterparts (4.1). 

3. Canonical middle uses: -m in intransitive clauses. The relationship 
of the suffix -m in Bella Coola to the middle voice is recognized both by 
Nater (1984:61, under the heading "medium") and by Davis and Saunders 
(1989:135), although middle is treated by these authors as only a sub- 
domain of the full semantic range of -m. An examination of the various 
attested uses of -m, however, reveals that the majority of these represent 
fairly standard cross-linguistic uses of the middle voice in intransitive 
clauses as outlined by Kemmer (1993). These uses fall roughly into four 
categories: middles of body action, grooming, and speech (3.1); middles 
of body posture, nontranslational, and translational motion (3.2); medio- 
passive/spontaneous-event middles (3.3); and middles of activity (3.4). As 
is typical of the middle voice across languages, the incidence of -m in Bella 
Coola is highest in intransitive clauses (183/340 instances of 72/130 stems 
in Bella Coola Texts).3 In many cases -m serves as a detransitiver of syntac- 
tically transitive stems. In what follows, I will draw on contextualized data 

3The data used in this paper are drawn primarily from Bella Coola Texts (Davis and Saun- 
ders 1984, henceforth BCT), a collection of 18 traditional stories consisting of some 2,000 lines 
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in BCT, supplemented occasionally with examples from other works (most 
notably Davis and Saunders 1989 and Nater 1984; 1990), to support these 
claims and to try to sort out some of the intricacies of this highly lexicalized 
morpheme. In the absence of a larger corpus, no attempt has been made to 
sort out fossilized, idiomatic, or "phraseologized" forms from productive 
uses, except where the motivation for -m's presence has been completely ob- 
scured. Thus, it may well be that many of the forms presented here represent 
fixed expressions whose use of -m is motivated only diachronically-never- 
theless, in all of these cases the semantic contribution of the morpheme to 
the compositional meaning of the expression is recoverable and consistent 
with cross-linguistically attested uses of the middle voice. 

3.1. Middles of body action, grooming, and speech. A relatively large 
group of middle-marked stems refers to actions of I directed toward I's 

body, representing a subcase of partial identification in which I D E. Typi- 
cally, such verbs are built on transitive roots and involve one or more 
suffixes denoting an affected body part, as in (1) (-m is underlined here and 
in subsequent examples):4 

(la) ?ic=ut=ank-m-s+kw+ma+cn tax 
rub=body=side-MD-3SG +QTV +DUB +MPF that:one 

'he must have rubbed his stomach' (BCT: 168, line 99) 

(lb) iuc=uui -m-0+kW+su+c ii 
uncover=body-MD-3sG+QTV +EXPB +PERF she 

'she undressed again' (BCT:137, line 95) 

of text. Among these are some 340 instances of -m used with 130 stems, all but 22 of which 

(18 stems) have been accounted for in the discussion below. Of these 22 instances, 12 (9 
stems) appear to represent fossilized or idiomatic forms in many of which -m occurs closer 
to the root than it normally does with respect to other morphology; in addition, 5 occur- 
rences (5 stems) of -m have been excluded at this stage of the game because they occur in 

conjunction with other morphology relevant to related semantic domains such as reflexivity 
and object-permutation, leaving a total of 5 instances of 4 separate roots which seem to be 
fair game but do not fit into the analysis presented below. 

4 Examples are given in a standard Americanist IPA transcription where Ic/ is a voiceless al- 
veolar affricate, /x/ is a voiceless velar fricative, /q/ is a voiceless uvular stop, /x/ is a voiceless 
uvular fricative, and /y/ is a palatal approximant; I'/ represents a glottalized lateral affricate. 
The abbreviations used here are: = lexical suffix boundary; + clitic boundary; - affix boundary; 
1 first person; 2 second person; 3 third person; AGT agent; ATT attemptive; CAUS causative; ccP 

contrastive-conjunctive; COM comitative; D deictic; DIM diminutive; DUB dubitative; EXPB ex- 

pectable; EXPV expectative; f feminine; IMP imperative; IMPF imperfective; INC inchoative; IND 

individuative; INST instrumental; IRR irrealis; LC lack of control; MD middle; NP nominalizing 
prefix; PASS passive; PERF perfective; PL plural; PNT punctual; PO possessive; PR preposition; 
QTV quotative; RCP reciprocal; RDP reduplication; REFL reflexive; RES resultative; SG singular; 
s.o. someone; SEM semblative; sth something; SURP surprisative; USIT usitative. 
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In some languages, such as Spanish, the affected body part in such con- 
structions appears as a direct object whose relation to the subject (that is, 
that it belongs to the subject) is indicated by the use of a middle form se, 
as in: 

(2) el nino se lavo las manos 
the boy MD washed the hands 

'the boy washed his hands' 

In Bella Coola, on the other hand, the affected body part surfaces as a 
lexical suffix. When -m appears in such clauses, the expression becomes in- 
transitive and the suffix is interpreted as referring to the affected body part 
of the subject, whereas when -m is absent the clause is transitive and the 
lexical suffix is taken to be a part of the direct object. This is illustrated by 
the forms in (3), based on the transitive verb cp 'wipe [sth]': 

(3a) cp=ak-m-c 
wipe=hand-MD-1 SG 

'I am wiping my hand' (Davis and Saunders 1973:238) 

(3b) cp=ak-cinu 
wipe=hand-2sG: SG 

'I am wiping your hand' (Davis and Saunders 1973:232) 
The presence of -m in (3a) serves as a mark of partial identity between I 
and E, indicating that the hand is I's rather than E's. Alternatively, the ab- 
sence of -m in (3b) forces an interpretation of the event where I and E are 
separate; here the lexical suffix refers to the hand of the direct object rather 
than the hand of the syntactic subject and the verb takes transitive object- 
subject agreement. 

In BCT, the following forms with -m denoting body actions and groom- 
ing are found: 

(4) Body action/grooming (15 instances of 10 stems) 
?ic > ?ic=utank-m qwi-t > qwi=yuus-m 
'rub [sth]' 'rub belly (=ulank)' 'uncover [sth]'5 'show face (=yuus)' 
qwui > nu-qwuiqw1=ak-m6 Iq > 1q=ak-m 
'write [sth]' 'write on one's hand (=ak)' 'slap [sth]' 'clap hands (=ak)' 
cp > cp=al-m tc > tc=al-m 
'wipe [sth]' 'wipe foot (=al)' 'rap [sth]' 'stomp foot (=at)' 

5This stem is rejected by consultants without the causative morpheme -t(u) or a lexical 
suffix (BCT:300). 

6 nu- seems to be a classificatory prefix indicating that the subject is human and/or agentive. 
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qaw > nu-qaw=iii -m 1uc > iuc=uui-m 
'store [sth]' 'put on head(=iiUW)band' 'uncover [sth]' 'undress'7 

?ayaw > ?ayaw=s-m kwt=uc-m (deponent)8 
'trade, exchange' 'transform'9 'trickle water into mouth' 

In addition, Nater (1984:62) provides the following forms: 

(5) sx > sx=aaxuc-m mukw > muk=us-m 

'scrape [sth]' 'shave beard (=aaxuc)' 'red' 'paint face 
(=us) red' 

ks > ks=aal-m ks=iixW-m 
'pull [sth]' 'take off shoes (=aaY)' 'take off hat'10 

Note that among these forms only mukw 'red' appears to be an intransitive 
root (a stative verb); as this word occurs nowhere else in the data at hand, 
it is not possible to ascertain if mukw is used productively as a transitive 
verb meaning 'to redden, to paint red', although this seems unlikely as it is 
glossed in Nater (1990:75) only as a color term. 

A related use of -m in Bella Coola is in verbs of speaking which contain 
the suffix =uc 'mouth': 

(6a) q4ww=uc-m-c+?i+ci+k ?uu +ti+xaqans+iayx 
move=mouth-MD- 1 SG+CCP+PERF11 PR +D +crane+D 

'I'll go on [to tell about] the crane' (BCT:38, line 108) 

(6b) ... s-sq=uc-m-aw taxw s-ka-nuyamt-aw 
... NP-start=mouth-MD-3PL those:ones NP-IRR-sing-3PL 

'... when they began to sing' (BCT:222, line 164) 

Intransitive verbs of speaking that appear in middle form in BCT, many of 
which are deponents, are listed in (7): 

7 The lexical suffix =uui means 'body', giving this form a literal gloss of 'uncover body'. 
8 Kemmer (1993) defines a deponent as a middle-marked verb that has no correspond- 

ing unmarked form. In Bella Coola many of these are historically complex stems whose 

meanings are not predictable from the sum of their parts. Following the practice of BCT, 
these stems are parsed in interlinear glosses; compositionally opaque stems are enclosed in 

parentheses. 
9 =s is a reduced form of the lexical suffix =us 'face'. 

10 The suffix =iijW means 'head' but has been extended here to mean 'headgear' (cf. 'put on 
headband' in data set 8 above) just as the suffix =ai 'foot' in the previous example has been ex- 
tended to 'footwear'. 

11 CCP 'CONTRASTIVE-CONJUNCTIVE' is a discontinuous morpheme, the second part of which 
is the final +k. 
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(7) Speech events (17 instances of 5 stems) 

?it' > W?i'=uc-m q4ww > qWxW=uc-m 
'move [sth]' 'go on (to 'move [sth]'12 'change topic (speech)' 

next topic)' 
txW=uc-m (deponent) cikw > ckw=uc-m 
'make noise, chant' 'move [sth]'13 'start talking' 

sq=uc-m (deponent) 
'begin vocal action' 

All of the stems here are productive transitive verbs which parallel the 
forms illustrated in (4) and (5) above in that they show the incorporation of 
a body part (=uc 'mouth') representing an instrument or a midpoint (M) 
which is partially identified with I (the speaker) (I D M); qwxw 'move [sth]' 
also appears (sans =uc) in a middle form of translational motion (see 11 be- 
low). Verbs of speech of this type have transitive counterparts in which the 
lexical suffix also represents an instrument; these forms are discussed in 
more detail in 4.1. 

3.2. Middles of body posture, nontranslational, and translational 
motion. The next category of cross-linguistically typical middles com- 
prises two groups of stems. The first group denotes body postures and non- 
translational motion-that is, motion which does not necessarily result in 
spatial displacement of the mover. These are based on both transitive (8a) 
and intransitive (8b) stems: 

(8a) ;'ap-s+kw + ta+nanmk +tx s-ka-liqW-m-s 
go-3SG +QTV +PERF D + animal +D NP-IRR-roll-MD-3SG 

?aI+tw . . . 

PR + there 

'the animal began to roll there...' (BCT: 196, line 36) 

(8b) ?axc-m-a+kW+c s-qux'-lx-aw 
lying:down-MD-3PL +QTV +PERF NP-tired-INC-3PL 

'they went to bed tired' (BCT:90, line 31) 

Note that in (8a) the transitive verb liqw 'spin [sth]' has been detransitiv- 
ized. As in the previous types of middles, these stems present the action as 
one where E is I's body. The notion of nonunitariness comes into play in that 
in these expressions I's will is presented as acting on I as a whole (I c E) 

12 The transitive form of this verb is cited in Nater (1984:61) but does not appear in BCT. 
13 This root is from Nater (1990:137); it is marked as rejected by Davis and Saunders' con- 

sultants in BCT (p. 268). 
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(Kemmer 1993). In total, there are seven stems attested in BCT that seem to 
fall into this class. 

(9) Body posture/nontranslational motion (12 instances of 6 stems) 
?axc > 
'be lying down' 
scux-m 

'jump in water (fish)' 
kwt=us > 
'lower [s.o.'s] 

face to water' 

?axc-m 
'lie down, go to bed' 

(deponent) 

kwt=us-m 
'to lower one's 

face to water'14 

plik > plik-m 
'turn [sth] over' 'capsize' 
nu-tlkak-m (deponent) 
'fall backward' 

liqw > liqo-m 
'roll, turn [sth]' 'roll, spin' 

Closely related to the notion of nontranslational motion is that of transla- 
tion motion-that is, motion which does result in spatial displacement. 
This represents an especially frequent use of -m, the bulk of the attestations 
in this class being of the three stems illustrated in (10): 

(10a) xW-m-a+kw+c n ?a + txW ?a +ti+smt+tayx 
flee-MD-3PL+QTV +IMPF PR+then PR+D+mountain+D 

'they were running down from the mountain' (BCT:55, line 9) 

(10b) cikW=a1-m-a+kw+c taxw 

start=foot-MD-3PL+QTV+PERF those:ones 

'they started walking' (BCT:143, line 157) 

(lOc) q'wW-m-aw+c 
move-MD-3PL+PERF 

'they got moving' (BCT:221, line 162) 

Together these three stems account for 25 of 37 instances of middles of 
translational motion. The complete set of these verbs is given in (11): 

(11)Translational motion (37 instances of 9 stems) 

xlq > xlq=ik-m q4w > qWw-m 
'turn around' 'go to other side (=ik)' 'move [sth]'15 'be in motion' 

pu(' > puA'=us-m nm > num=al-m 
'come' 'show one's face (=us)' 'spread' 'scatter, disperse'16 

4 This middle form appears in BCT, but the root and glosses are as in Nater (1990:52); this 
stem might also be classifiable as a body action and be put into data set (4). The glossary in 
BCT also gives the form kWt=uuc-m 'let water run into one's mouth' (p. 280). 

15 See n. 12 above. 
16 While this verb takes transitive endings in its single attestation in BCT, it is not clear what 

the second participant (the direct object) is, and the verb is glossed with a medio-passive read- 

ing, 'they scattered'; given the context, the object of scattering may be the (population of) a vil- 

lage which is under attack. -m is employed here because the scattering people (I) are partially 
identified with the village itself (E), which, of course, they made up. The root appears in Nater 
(1990:80). 
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iW-m (deponent) cikw > cikW=a1-m 
'flee' 'move [sth]'17 'start out' 

xWup > nu-xwup=aax-m ' p > C'p=at-m 
'put [sth] into 'get to mouth (of river)' 'pinch, cut, break 'break from 

hole' off [sth]' group' 
caxw-m (deponent) 
'wade into water' 

As with nontranslational motion, the appearance of -m on motion verbs can 
be attributed to the fact that the initiator of the event is itself an endpoint, 
at least in the sense that I's body is set in motion by I itself. While this may 
seem to justify the occurrence of the middle-marker in only a trivial sense- 
that is, such events cannot be construed with more than a single partici- 
pant-some support for this can be found in the Bella Coola data in that -m 
seems only to apply to the motion of animate (volitional) objects. In such 
situations, the motive force behind the event is the will of the moving en- 
tity, which is then conceived of as I, the mover's body or entire being be- 
coming E (I c E). Thus, the single participant in such an event is a 
nonunitary entity in precisely the same way that the initiator/endpoint of a 
body action or grooming event is-although in the former case it is the part 
affecting the whole, while in the latter the whole affects a part. Either way, 
a one-participant event can be construed as having both an initiator and an 
endpoint. 

3.3. Medio-passive, spontaneous-event, and inchoative middles. 
Across languages, a common use of the middle voice is in the formation of 
medio-passive constructions, exemplified by Spanish expressions such as 
aqui se venden libros 'books are sold here'. According to Trask (1993), the 
medio-passive is defined as a construction in which a syntactically transi- 
tive verb is used intransitively and the affected semantic participant ap- 
pears in subject position, with no agent expressed (or expressible) in the 
clause. In BCT, however, there are only two stems that conform to the stan- 
dard definition, given in (12): 

(12) Medio-passive (2 instances of 2 stems) 

smmsma > smmsma-m qwilac > qwilac-m 
'tell story' 'be told (story)' 'crush, bruise [sth]' 'be bruised'18 

The fact that the class of medio-passives in Bella Coola is small is not al- 
together surprising, as the definition depends on the inherent syntactic tran- 
sitivity of the verbal root, whereas a great many roots in Bella Coola are 

'7 See n. 12 above. 
18 The gloss of the root is based on Nater (1990:97). 
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inherently stative and/or intransitive. The remainder of sentences glossed as 
medio-passive in BCT fall into a range of syntactic classes, including the 
"anticausative" (Comrie 1989:168) or "decausative" (Mel'cuk 1997), as in: 

(13a) ps-ic ti+stn+tx 
bend-3sG: sG D+stick+D 

'I'm bending the stick' 

(13b) ps-m-0 ti+stn+tx 
bend-MD-3sG D+stick+D 

'the stick is bending' (Davis and Saunders 1989:133) 

This form, however, is not attested in BCT. Nater (1984:61) lists three 
forms which seem to fall into this group: 

(14) xup > xup-m plik > plik-m 
'insert [sth]' 'sink (in mud)'19 'tip over [sth]' 'capsize' 
SXw > sxW-m 

'burn [sth]' 'be burning' 
Of these three, however, xupm 'sink in mud' has a highly idiomatic mean- 
ing, while plikm 'capsize' appears in both its instances in BCT in sentences 
such as (15): 

(15) kan-nix-tu-{xw ka-plik-m-i 
meet-LC-CS- 1PL:2SG IRR-tip:over-MD- 1PL 

'you will cause us to capsize' (BCT:151, line 233) 

Here the subject of the middle clause is not the direct object of a transitive 
construction, such as they tipped over the canoe, but rather corresponds to 
the transitive clause's subject. This suggests that plikm belongs with verbs 
of nontranslational motion rather than with medio-passives, leaving us with 
only sxWm 'burn', indicating that, like true medio-passives, decausatives are 
a rather marginal class (at least in the current corpus). 

Medio-passives and decausatives fall into a class of middles that Kemmer 
(1993) refers to as "spontaneous event middles"; she argues that they rep- 
resent "relatively low elaboration of events" in that they depict events in- 
volving a change of state as taking place without overt agency or causality. 
For Kemmer, such verbs represent a rather marginal use of the middle 
voice, falling under the heading of the middle because they fail to distin- 
guish the I from the E of the event (I = E). Like middle-marked verbs of 
translational motion, these forms seem to conform to the middle prototype 
in a trivial way, and the question arises of why such verbs-which represent 

19 See BCT xWup 'put in hole'. 
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prototypically nonvolitional, single-participant events-are not simply real- 
ized as intransitive clauses. As noted by Davis and Saunders (1989), the ap- 
pearance of the middle-maker with medio-passives and decausatives may 
stem from the fact that such constructions do, in fact, reflect a small degree 
of agency on the part of the subject in the sense that the properties of the 
subject are responsible for the event in a way that an agent-initiator nor- 
mally is (cf. van Oosten 1977). Thus, forms such as those in (12) and (14) 
and in (16) below admit of the same type of analysis given previously for 
verbs of translational motion: some part of the grammatical subject is con- 
sidered the I of a process or event which affects the subject as a whole (I c 
E). In this way, the initiator/endpoint is represented as an entity which is 
nonunitary but which is at the same time not separable into two individual 
participants. There are five more stems in BCT that seem to fall under this 
heading: 

(16) Spontaneous-event middles (13 instances of 5 stems) 

pus > pus-m ?ayk > ?ayk-m 
'grow' 'swell up' 'long time' 'be old, take 

long time' 

?alakt > ?alakt-m xix{t=aax; > x;ixi=aax'-m 
'be mistaken' 'make a mistake' 'be unstable 'rock unstably' 

(boat)' 

kwai > kWal-am-m 
'be safe' 'improve to the point of being able to care for self' 

While the distinction between the middle and nonmiddle forms of some of 
these verbs is a subtle one (cf. pairs in Spanish such as equivocar 'err' vs. 
equivocarse 'make a mistake', discussed in Maldonaldo 1992), they all in- 
volve a shift from a stative reading to one of result or accomplishment 
achieved without direct agency on the part of I. 

Also included under the heading of spontaneous events are middle- 
marked forms which show a nonmiddle/middle contrast wherein the un- 
marked form has an essentially stative reading, while the marked form takes 
on an event reading, reflecting a spontaneous or agentless change of state, 
as in the following examples formed on the intransitive stem xm 'broken': 

(17a) xm-0 
broken-3sG 

'it's broken' 

(17b) xm-m-0 
broken-MD-3SG 

'it broke/it's breaking' (Davis and Saunders 1989:134) 
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Such forms, which have an essentially inchoative meaning, suggest an al- 
ternate analysis of spontaneous-event middles: what might be at stake is 
not the partial identification of I as a whole with some inherent property or 
characteristic, so much as the nonunitariness of I over time-that is, the 
fact that the grammatical subject is not the same at the beginning and at the 
end of the described event may result in its being construed as a nonunitary 
entity. This construal of the single event-participant as a temporally non- 
unitary entity also seems to explain the event reading conferred on these 
stems by -m, in that the distinction between I at time1 (Itl) and I at time2 
(It2) allows the event to have both an initiator and an endpoint, avoiding 
the stative reading that seems to come with having a single, unitary partic- 
ipant in the clause. Inchoative-type middles are given in (18): 

(18) Inchoative middles (28 instances of 9 stems) 
xi > xi=us-m cus-m (deponent) 
'be bright' 'shine out' 'get dark (nightfall)' 
tuin > tuin-m qwp-m (deponent) 
'be visible' 'come into sight' 'form cloud' 
cs > cs-m mucalxW=us-m (deponent) 
'be long' 'make noise' 'be confusing'20 
ttli=lqs-m (deponent) ninic > nic-m 
'breath gets stronger'21 'live, be alive' 'come to life'22 

xwiq-m (deponent) 
'squeak' 

All of these middle-forms denote a spontaneous or agentless change in a 
temporally nonunitary participant. This interpretation of spontaneous-event 
middles seems potentially applicable to the other forms in this class pre- 
sented above as well, and has the advantage of allowing a single interpreta- 
tion of -m in all forms of this type. 

In addition to the instances of inchoative middles found in BCT, Nater 
(1984:61) offers the following examples, all of which appear to be derived 
from nouns: 

20 Davis and Saunders give the root of this verb as an unmarked intransitive mucalxw 'be 
confusing'; however, this form is not attested in BCT, nor does it appear in Nater (1984). Nater 
(1990:76) lists *mucm- 'mistaken, confused' as a bound root. As a result, mucalxwusm (=us be- 

ing the lexical suffix for 'face') is treated here as a deponent, though like verbs of cognition 
across languages it may admit both unmarked and middle-marked forms, depending on prag- 
matic and other factors (Kemmer 1993). 

21 This form is further decomposable as ti 'strong' + -li 'INCHOATIVE' + =lqs 'nose'. 
22 The form given for the unmarked stem is a reduplication, probably conferring a tempo- 

rally continuative or imperfective aspect. The unreduplicated form without -m is marked in 
BCT (p. 292) as having been explicitly rejected by consultants. 
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(19) kay > kay-m tup > tup-m 
'snow' 'be snowing' 'foam' 'be bubbling' 

p4W > p4W_m 
'powder, powdery 'blizzard' 

snow' 

If these stems are, in fact, exclusively nominal (i.e., if kay-s means 'it [is] 
snow' and not *'it is snowing'), then they might better be classified with the 
next group to be discussed, middle-derived activities, although they differ 
from these as well in that they seem to preclude all but an expletive subject. 

3.4. Middles of activity. Another use of m-forms that falls under the 
heading of cross-linguistically typical uses of the middle, but which repre- 
sents a distinct submeaning of the morpheme from our previous examples, 
is the use of -m to form middles of activity, representing 52 instances of 25 
stems. Rather than involving a partial identification of participants, activity 
middles involve the "defocusing" or reduced saliency of some participant 
other than the initiator, typically the endpoint.23 In Bella Coola, activity 
middles fall into two classes, one based on verbs and one based on nouns. 
The latter category is illustrated in (20): 

(20a) )'ap-aw s-ka-saxwa-m-aw al-tiw 
go-3PL NP-IRR-dipnet-MD-3PL PR-then 

'they went dragseining then' (BCT:62, line 36) 

(20b) suk-tn-u1-m-a+kw+c 
(blow-INsT-building)-MD-3PL+QTV +PERF 

'they had put up their tents" (BCT:239, line 83) 

In (20a) the addition of the middle-marker to the noun saxwa 'dipnet' de- 
rives a typical activity for which dipnets are used, 'dragseining'; similarly, 
affixing the middle marker to suktnul 'tent' in (20b) derives a verb meaning 
'pitch a tent'. In BCT there are three nominal stems that take -m to form in- 
transitive verbs of activity: 

(21) Denominal activities (5 instances of 3 stems) 
sliixW > sliixW-m saxwa > saxWa-m 
'fish (meat)' 'go fishing' 'dipnet' 'go dragseining' 
suktnut > suktnul-m 
'tent' (see 21b) put up tent' 

23 See Davis and Saunders (1989) who interpret this aspect of -m as an increase in a partic- 
ipant's PERIPHERALITY. 
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Added to these are six examples given by Nater (1984:61): 

(22) sputx > sputx-m ?at > ?at-m 
'euchalon' 'prepare euchalons' 'herring eggs' 'gather herring 

eggs' 
sxi'ik > sxC'ik-m sacqWla > sacqWla-m 
'fish backbone' 'prepare fishbones' 'raft' 'to raft' 

sukwwaat > sukwwaat-m ?aqs > ?aqs-m 
'cat's cradle' 'play cat's cradle' 'halibut hook' 'use halibut 

hook' 

In general, these denominal forms denote culturally important activities. 
The second category of activity middles contains forms based on verbs 

which in BCT are, for the most part, inherently transitive stems, with the 
following exceptions: 

(23) Activities formed on intransitive stems (6 instances of 3 stems) 

lq > tq-m nu-sq=aax-m (deponent) 
'wet' 'soak'24 'scream, begin to shout'25 

yank > yankyanklayx-m 
'pole a boat' 'fool around poling a boat'26 

The remainder of the activity middles are detransitives denoting activities 
with unspecified endpoints, as in (24): 

(24a) wnc-m-a+kw ?al +txw 
kill-MD-3PL +QTV PR+then 

'they killed some then' (BCT:223, line 181) 

(24b) ciixm-m-0+kw ta+nu-maw+tx 
dig:hole-MD-3sG+QTV D+human-one+D 

'one person was digging clams' (BCT: 192, line 8) 

Sentence (24a) shows an intransitive middle form of the verb wnc 'kill 
[sth]' in a clause which has no overt object and no specific endpoint; simi- 
larly, (24b) shows a middle form based on ciix 'dig [sth] up' which under- 
goes an additional semantic shift to denote a typical (culturally important) 
digging activity with an unrealized endpoint. These examples contrast with 
the ordinary transitive uses of the stems, as in: 

24 Nater (1990:62) glosses tqm as 'soak dried berries', which is consistent with its use in the 
texts. 

25 The suffix is =aax 'distributed'. 
26 The form yank 'pole a boat' is from Nater (1990:168); the suffix -layx is a lack of control 

morpheme. 
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(25a) wnc-it+kw+c 
kill-3sG:3PL +QTV +PERF 

'they killed it then' (BCT:47, line 46) 

(25b) ... s-ka-ciix-is+kw+alu+c 
NP-IRR-dig:hole-3SG:3SG +QTV +ATT +PERF 

ta+a1-puA'-ayx-s+tx6 
D +RES-come-LC-3SG+D 

'... trying to dig up what he had caught' (BCT:189, line 36) 

In total, there are 19 detransitive stems with -m in BCT: 

(26) Detransitivized forms (41 instances of 19 stems) 

kuukw > kuukw=uc-m 
'cook [sth]' 'cook food for 

oneself' 

'see sth] 
'see [sth]' 

> kx-m 
'look around 

oneself' 

wnc > wnc-m 
'kill [sth]' 'kill' 

kwn > kn-m 

'carry [sth]' 'go get' 

yul > yul=ak-m 
'rub [sth]' 'beat (e.g., batter)' 

ks > ksixw=uc-m 
'prepare 'fix food'27 

[sth]' 

nu?un > nu?un=aak-m 
'check, test 'practice' 

[sth]' 

kixw > kixW-m 

'gnaw [sth]' 'gnaw' 

mus > mus-m 
'feel [sth]' 'spy' 

?ip > ?ij=us-m 
'grasp [sth]' 'hold on'28 

xWp > 
'unhook [sth]' 

xWup > 
'put [sth] into 

hole' 

xWp=ak-m 
'let go' 

xWuxWpaaxalic-m 
'put/hold between 

teeth'29 

1xan-m > 
'go hunting' 

(deponent) 

Iq > 1q-m 
'think of [sth]' 'think over' 

27 Here and in the previous form the suffix =uc 'mouth, opening' means 'food'. The verb ks 
takes causative-active agreement markers, a component of which is -lu- 'CAUSATIVE'. This ap- 
pears to surface in the middle form as -txW. 

28 =us means 'flat surface'. The full gloss given in BCT is 'support oneself by holding on', the 
object appearing in an optional PP. 

29 Note that one of the two instances of this form appears with what appears to be a (clause- 
final) direct object, although the verb itself is not marked for transitive agreement. The addi- 
tional morphology is continuative reduplication, =aax 'distributed' and =alic 'tooth'. 
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tq > tq-m tqW > tqw-m 
'paste [sth]' 'make berry 'dig [sth] up' 'dig for roots' 

patties' 
tii.x > tiixW-m ciix > ciix;-m 
'hammer 'drive netpoles' 'dig up [sth]' 'dig for clams' 

[sth]'30 

stqaaxuc > stqaax'ucak-m 
'make [sth] 'add on, enlarge for oneself' 

larger, wider' 

Nater (1984:61) gives six more forms of this type, several of which he 
claims add the notion of continuous activity or "be busy doing/occupied 
with" the activity denoted by the verb stem: 

(27) suq > suq-m ks > ks-m 
'skin [sth]' 'strip bark from tree' 'pull [sth]' 'pull in net' 

mnck > mnck-m a'ai > A'al-m 
'count [sth]' 'be busy counting' 'dry [food]'31 'be busy drying' 
sx > sx-m qpst > qpst-m 
'scrape [sth]' 'be busy scraping' 'taste [sth]' 'be sampling' 

These forms resemble certain middles, mentioned only in passing in 
Kemmer (1993), dubbed "object-deletion" or "anti-passive" middles which 
allow for an indefinite or unelaborated semantic patient. According to 
Kemmer, such constructions are middles in "certain Australian languages," 
Georgian, and in Russian sentences like that in (28): 

(28) sobaka kusajet-sja 
dog bite:3sG:present-MD 
'the dog bites' 

Kemmer argues that such middle uses are covered by her definition of the 
middle marker as designating "low elaboration of events" in the sense that, 
while a sentence such as (28) clearly has an affected semantic endpoint, the 
identity of this endpoint is left completely unelaborated, making this con- 
struction the converse of the spontaneous-event middle, where the semantic 
agent rather than the affected participant is removed from the clause. 

Unlike the Russian example in (28), however, detransitivized middles in 
Bella Coola do allow for an optional oblique object, introduced by a prep- 
osition, as in (29): 

30The transitive form of this verb does not appear in BCT but is provided in Nater 
(1984:61). 

31 Nater glosses this as an intransitive activity verb; in BCT it appears as a stative, meaning 
simply 'dry'. 
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affects benefits 
initiator midpoint endpoint 

FIG. 5 

(29) ... a +kixw-m-0 ?a +tu+knum-aw +tx 
D+gnaw-MD-3sG PR+D+dried:fish-3Po+D 

'... [the one who] gnaws at their dried fish' (BCT:63, line 48) 

This is an important point, one which relates some uses of the Bella Coola 
-m to its cognates in other Salishan languages, as in this middle form from 
Lutshootseed, based on the intransitive stem qwal 'ripe, ready to eat': 

(30) ?u-qWal-b tsi lu,' ?d ti s?uladxw 
PNT-ripe-MD Df old PR D salmon 

'the old woman roasted herself a salmon' (Hess 1993:43) 

Here, in (30), the clause denotes a semantically transitive event with a de- 
focused endpoint, expressed as a PP in a syntactically intransitive construc- 
tion. The principal function of the morpheme -b in Lushootseed is to 
increase the valency of the verb root by one and to shift the semantic role 
of the grammatical subject from that of affected participant to that of caus- 
ative agent. This function has been related to that of the middle voice (Hess 
1993 and Beck 1996) in that in this use the verb also serves to express the 
action of the initiator/subject in its own self-interest, thereby conforming to 
traditional characterizations of the middle such as that offered by Trask 
(1993).32 

Definitions of the middle in terms of subject-interest are also noted by 
Kemmer (1993), who argues that such uses conform to her definition of the 
middle in that subject-interest can be interpreted as an identification of the 
initiator/subject with the endpoint of the event. This point becomes a bit 
clearer when the middle use in (29) is compared with the "indirect reflex- 
ive" construction such as he bought himself a hat, shown in figure 5 (based 
on Kemmer 1993:76). 

The construction in figure 5 makes use of the reflexive pronoun himself 
to indicate that the E of the event is equated with I; hat represents an inter- 
mediate point (M) in the causal chain, an entity whose purchase had some 

32 Mel'6uk (1997) notes that the middle, as a voice, does not usually serve to increase the va- 
lency of a stem-thus, we might want to add to this meaning of the middle a semantic com- 
ponent of causativity, which in Salishan languages is the typical motivation for the increment 
of the valency of a stem. A proposal along these lines is put forward in Beck (1996). 
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(indeterminate) effect on the purchaser. In many languages like Lushoot- 
seed, the middle marker is used instead of the reflexive pronoun to indicate 
partial identity of I and E (E = I's interests). As a result of treating I's inter- 
ests as the semantic endpoint of the clause, M in these constructions is de- 
focused or accorded reduced saliency and realized as an oblique rather than 
a direct object. Given Hopper and Thompson's (1980) observation that one 
of the primary focuses of a semantically transitive event is the affectedness 
of the semantic patient, the syntactic detransitivization of clause that defo- 
cuses this participant is a plausible, although not inevitable, outcome. For 
Bella Coola, Davis and Saunders (1989) note that oblique objects like the 
one illustrated in (29) show the same kind of reduced saliency that their 
Lushootseed counterparts do in middle constructions-although the paral- 
lel is not complete (at least synchronically) in that, in the Bella Coola de- 
transitive forms, the reading of the event as an activity of I performed on 
an indeterminate or defocused object seems to overshadow the self-interest 

reading. 
Although it is not particularly strong, the notion of self-interest or sub- 

ject affectedness is still not entirely absent from Bella Coola middles. Self- 
interest is contained implicitly in many uses of -m, such as body actions, 
and it appears overtly in the glosses of a few of the stems listed in (26) 
(e.g., kuukwucm 'cook [sth] for oneself'). Nater (1984:65) notes the appear- 
ance of -m in some affix strings which carry self-interest and related mean- 

ings, while Davis and Saunders (1989) point out that self-interest plays a 
role in middle uses such as (31): 

(31a) kc=ani-iI 
wash=cloth-3sG: 1PL 

'we washed clothes' 

(31b) kc=ani-cut-il 
wash=cloth-REFL- 1PL 

'we washed our (collective) clothes' 

(31c) kc=ani-mi-cut-il 
Wash=cloth-MD-REFL- 1 PL 

'we each washed our own clothes' (Davis and Saunders 

1989:135) 

In the sentence in (3 a), I is presented as merely washing clothes of inde- 
terminate ownership, while in (31b) the clothes belong to the collective I, 
but the washing takes place without regard to which particular member of 
the group washes whose clothes. In (31c), on the other hand, each individ- 
ual member of the group washes his/her own clothes, -m marking that each 
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acts in his/her own-as opposed to someone else's-interest. Such self- 
interest readings also contrast with ordinary reflexives in examples like (32): 

(32a) tx=ak-cut-c 
cut=hand-REFL- 1SG 

'I'm going to cut my hand' 
(lit., 'I am going go hand-cut myself') 

(32b) tx=ak-m-c 
cut=hand-MD- 1SG 

'I'm going to go out and cut my hand' (Davis and Saunders 
1989:132) 

In the sentence in (32a), the event is expressed as an ordinary reflexive in 
which I is equated completely with E (hence, the alternative gloss); in 
(32b), however, I and E are treated as only partially equivalent (E being a 
subpart of I) and -m appears marking their partial identification. In addi- 
tion, Davis and Saunders (1989) argue that the presence of -m in the exam- 
ple in (32b) in some way distances the subject/agent from the event, which 
in some cases leads them to provide "translocative" (i.e., 'going to go out 
and X') glosses of transitive verbs with -m. The translocative glosses create 
this effect and the concomitant sense of the event as an activity rather than 
a temporally bounded event, just as do expressions like go shopping, go 
fishing, or (a la 32b) go hand-cutting.33 

Another fairly obvious use of -m to express action for/in the initiator's 
interest is found in a limited number of expressions where, as in the exam- 
ples in (20)-(23) above, -m is affixed to nouns and intransitive verbs, al- 
though in these cases the result is a syntactically transitive clause: 

(33a) smatmx-O ti+?imlk+tx ?u +ti+?immlk-ii+tx 
friend-3sG D+man+D PR+D+(RDP)man-DIM+D 

'the man [is] a friend to the boy' 

(33b) smatmx-m-is ti+?imlk+tx ti+?immlk-ii+tx 
friend-MD-3sG:3SG D+man+D D +(RDP)man-DIM +D 

'the man took the boy as a friend' 

(33c) ?anayk-0 ?al+a+sui+c 
like-3sG PR+D+house+D 

'he/she likes the house' 

33 This seems to tie into an observation in Nater (1984) that transitive verbs with -m always 
have a present progressive reading. Many examples in BCT, however, are past events or have 
perfective aspect-still, it may be that the progressive sense that Nater picked up on lies in the 
activity, as opposed to event, reading of stems in this construction. 
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(33d) ?anayk-m-is snac a+sul+c 
like-MD-3sG:3sG Snac D+house+D 

'Snac wants the house' 
(i.e., 'Snac likes the house for himself') (Davis and Saunders 

1989:124-26) 

The addition of -m to a nominal root in (33b) yields a typical event or 
activity associated with the meaning of the root, although in this case the 
involvement of a second, fully individuable entity results in a syntactically 
transitive clause (see 4 below). In this case, the event described represents 
not so much an instance of an I effecting a change in some E as it does a 

change in attitude on the part of I toward E, the affected entity being I's 
interests and the network of social/affective relations surrounding I. Simi- 
larly, (33d) represents a shift from the interest-neutral reading of ?anayk 
'like' (in 33c)-which expresses an appreciation for an object on the part of 
I without reference to I itself-to a reading where the object is evaluated 
with reference to I and I's interests or needs.34 This type of middle use is 
attested for only five stems in BCT: 

(34) Transitive middles of interest (14 instances of 5 stems) 

smatmx > smatix-m mna > mna-m 
'friend' 'take [s.o.] as a friend' 'offspring' 'adopt [s.o.]' 

?asqayat > ?asqayal-m ?axwsanta > ?axwsanta-m 
'totem' 'have [sth] as a totem' 'guide' 'take [s.o.] as 

guide' 

?anayk > ?anayk-m 
'like' 'want [sth]' 

To this list we might also add talaws 'be married' > talawsm 'marry [s.o.]' 
(Davis and Saunders 1989). 

While there are certainly traces of the self-interest reading of -m that link 
it, at least diachronically, to middles in other Salish languages like Lushoot- 
seed, it remains unclear to what extent the self-interest reading persists syn- 
chronically in Bella Coola outside of the contexts cited here in examples 
(31)-(34). Even in its absence, however, the activity use of -m conforms to 
the most abstract characterization of the middle voice in that the defocusing 
of an object involves the reduced elaboration of participants of an event. 
Whether this is sufficient to classify the morpheme used to form activity- 
middles as the same morpheme as that used to express meanings based on 

partial identification, or whether it is different enough to require analysis 

341 am indebted to Igor Mel'cuk for pointing out the strong self-interest readings implicit in 
these forms. 
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of the two as separate -m's is a matter to be taken up in the conclusion to 
this paper. 

4. -m and transitivity. One of the principal characteristics of the seman- 
tically transitive event across languages is the presence of two highly indi- 
viduated participants, and such events are typically realized syntactically as 
transitive clauses, whereas clauses which do not clearly distinguish two 
participants tend to be realized as syntactically intransitive (Hopper and 
Thompson 1980). Because of this, in many languages the middle marker- 
which serves to mark the reduced individuation of event-participants- 
functions as a detransitivizer, forming intransitive verbs from transitive 
bases (Kemmer 1993). While most of the Bella Coola data considered up to 
now seem to conform to this pattern, there are a relatively large number of 
instances in the data (based on a proportionally small set of stems) where 
middle forms appear in syntactically transitive clauses, in some cases ap- 
parently triggering the transitivization of an otherwise intransitive stem. 
This fact has led some writers (including Davis and Saunders at the time of 
BCT) to posit separate meanings for the two types of -m-a mediopassive 
meaning for -m in its uses as discussed above, and a transitivizing meaning 
for those uses to be discussed in the section that follows. 

One reason to doubt that the meanings of -m can be divided neatly along 
the lines of syntactic transitivity is the fact that in some cases the presence 
or absence of -m appears to have no direct effect on the clause's transitivity. 
With a few stems -m seems to allow the formation of both syntactically 
transitive and intransitive clauses: 

(35a) tay-is snac ti+pucq+tx 
pound-3sG:3sG Snac D+hellebore+D 

'Snac pounded hellebore' 

(35b) tay-m-is ti+pucq+tx 
pound-MD-3sG:3sG D+hellebore+D 

'he went to pound the hellebore' 

(35c) tay-m-0 
pound-MD-3SG 
'he went routinely to pound [sth]' 

(35d) *tay-O 
pound-3sG (Davis and Saunders 1989:120-21) 

The sentence in (35a) is an ordinary transitive clause, marked by the active 
transitive object-subject agreement paradigm, as is the m-form in (35b). The 
sentence in (35c), on the other hand, shows intransitive subject agreement, 
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and this sentence is clearly an instance of the activity reading seen in the 
detransitivized clauses illustrated in (24) above. According to Davis and 
Saunders (1989), the semantic distinction between (35a) and (35b) is a de- 
focusing of the endpoint/direct object (in their terms, the "Experiencer") and 
a lessening of its affectedness; Davis and Saunders go on to note that sen- 
tences (35b) and (35c) also seem to have a reduced sense of performance and 
immediacy, which, as discussed in 3.4 above, may indicate that we are not 
dealing here so much with a literal translocative meaning as an activity read- 
ing-a "going-pounding." If this is indeed the case, then the function of -m 
in (35b) is also clearly related to the detransitivizing use of the morpheme, 
the crucial difference between (35b) and (35c) being the PRESENCE IN THE 

CLAUSE OF A COMPLETELY INDIVIDUATED SECOND PARTICIPANT-an impor- 
tant feature of semantic transitivity, according to Hopper and Thompson 
(1980)-rather than the presence or absence of a particular -m (although the 
presence of -m is not completely irrelevant to syntactic transitivity, as shown 
by the ungrammaticality of 35d). 

Some further evidence for the relative independence of morphosyntactic 
transitivity from the presence/absence of -m can be seen when verbs that 
obligatorily appear in middle form turn up in transitive clauses, as in (36): 

(36a) 'ap=uc-a+kw+c 
go=mouth-3PL +QTV +PERF 

s-ka-nunu-txW=uc-m-aw 
NP-IRR-((RDP)AGT-chant=mouth-MD)-3SG 

'they began chanting' (BCT:44, line 15) 

(36b) nu-xW=uc-m-tim+kw+c wa+xaxaq4+ac 
(AGT-chant=mouth-MD)-3PL:PASS+QTV+PERF D+goose+D 

'the geese are chanted to' (BCT:52, line 93) 

Here, the deponent middle form nulxwucm 'to make noise, chant' appears in 
(36a) in an intransitive clause, the middle marker's presence being required 
by the partial identification of the event's initiator (the chanters) with some 
other event-participant, in this case an instrument (the chanters' mouths, 
represented by the lexical suffix =uc). In (36b), the same verb-presumably 
with the same -m, motivated by the same considerations-appears in a syn- 
tactically transitive clause, showing transitive (or, more precisely, passive) 
agreement with the passive subject, the geese (presumably the direct object 
of the corresponding active clause). Given the probable identity of the two 
instances of -m in the transitive/intransitive pair in (36) and the semantic 
similarity of its uses in (19), it does seem likely that -m can be analyzed as 
a middle marker both in its detransitivizing and its "transitivity-neutral" 
use. In the latter case -m appears to signal a relatively lower semantic tran- 
sitivity, which in itself may not be enough to force an inherently transitive 
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root such as tay in (35) to become syntactically intransitive, but which may 
allow for syntactic detransitivization in clauses lacking other features of se- 
mantic transitivity as well-specifically, the involvement of another, highly 
individuated participant. 

In addition to its transitivity-neutral uses, -m shows up in a number of 
other instances where it seems to trigger transitivization of an otherwise in- 
transitive stem, as in the forms in (33) and (34) above, and (37): 

(37a) puR'-O ti+?imilk+tx ?ul+ti+nus?uulx+tx 
come-3SG D+man+D PR+D+thief+D 

'the man came to/at the thief' 

(37b) pu)'-m-is ti+?imilk+tx ti+nus?uulx+tx 
come-MD-3sG:3sG D+man+D D+thief+D 

'the man attacked the thief' (Davis and Saunders 1989:124) 

According to Davis and Saunders (1989), the appearance of -m in trans- 
itivized clauses such as those in (37b) and (33) above represents oblique- 
object or adjunct promotion, the presence of -m allowing the incorporation 
of an element which is usually peripheral to the event into the "nucleus" 
of the "proposition"-that is, the syntactic advancement of a participant 
in a less salient thematic role to subject or object position in the clause. 
In effect, -m in such uses is said to serve as the mark of the semantic pe- 
ripherality of an element occupying a syntactic position normally held by 
a participant in a more salient role. Conversely, in detransitive uses such 
as those discussed in the previous section, -m is used to mark the syntac- 
tic ("propositional") peripherality of a semantically "central" or salient role 
ordinarily realized as subject or direct object, but which in detransitivized 
forms is omitted from the clause altogether. Thus, for Davis and Saunders, 
-m indicates a marked situation with respect to the ordinary mapping of se- 
mantic roles to syntactic positions and so appears in clauses that depart 
from the expected pairings of semantically salient roles to syntactically nu- 
clear positions. 

As ingenious as this analysis is, it is unsatisfying from a cognitive or 
functional/typological perspective on a number of counts. By maintaining 
that -m is a mark of the CONTINUED semantic peripherality of an event- 
participant that has been syntactically promoted to a nuclear position (or 
vice versa), Davis and Saunders seem to be arguing against the position 
common in the cognitive literature that syntactic promotion of an event- 
participant is in itself a mark of INCREASED semantic saliency. If -m is the 
mark of unchanged saliency, what is the semantic effect of object promo- 
tion in (37) and-if -m itself has no effect on object saliency-on what ba- 
sis can we ascribe to -m the apparent change in meaning of the sentence? 
An even more serious objection, however, is that any such analysis of -m 
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overlooks the fact that, at least in its intransitive and detransitive uses 
(which account for the bulk of the forms in the data), the meanings of the 
Bella Coola -m correspond to the meanings of the middle marker recog- 
nized in a great many languages. This in itself seems to be motive for fur- 
ther investigation, and in the next section I examine the instances of -m 
in syntactically transitive clauses and try to show that these, too, can be 
classified as middle uses in the same way as other m-forms in the language 
can, by making use of the notion of "relative elaboration" and the principle 
of nonunitariness of events and of event-participants. 

4.1. The nonunitariness of participants. In a number of cases (62 in- 
stances of 17 stems), the use of -m in transitive constructions corresponds 
in some obvious way to one of the uses of -m discussed above. One of the 
less frequent of these expresses actions that directly affect or pertain to I's 
body or person, as in (38), which shows two examples of middle-marked 
verbs bearing affixes from the active transitive object-subject paradigm: 

(38a) ?icama-m-is+kW+c it?ayl ta+nanmk+tx 
blanket-MD-3SG:3SG +QTV +PERF she D+animal+D 

'she had put on the hide of an animal' (BCT: 137, line 90) 

(38b) nu-?almk-m-is+kw 
AGT-pole:canoe-MD-3SG:3SG +QTV 

'he was poling his canoe' (BCT:68, line 90) 

The form in (38a) expresses an action akin to dressing in which E is I's 
body and the direct object is more of an instrument than a patient; the rela- 
tion to the body action and grooming forms in (1) is obvious, as is the po- 
tential historical relation to the self-interest uses of the middle marker in 
Lushootseed. In the case of (38b), the use of -m seems to be related to in- 
transitive middles of translational motion, and the appearance of -m in this 
construction is a good parallel to its uses in expressions such as those illus- 
trated in (10) above. The direct object (the canoe) represents another case 
of an object that is not, in fact, an endpoint of the event, the canoe serving 
as a means to an end (the motion of the initiator) and so taking up a role as 
a midpoint in the event (cf. the diagram in figure 5 above). In total there are 
three stems that make use of -m in transitive clauses as an indicator of I or 
i's body as E of the event in question (I D E); these are given in (39): 

(39) Transitive body action/translational motion (5 instances, 3 stems) 

?icama > ?idama-m ?almk > ?almk-m 
'blanket' 'put on blanket' 'pole upriver' 'pole [sth]' 

icma > hcma-m 
'belt' 'carry [sth] on belt, belt [sth] on' 
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A similar alternation qaaxla 'take a drink' > qaaxlam 'drink [sth]' can be 
found in Nater (1984:62). Here again, as in Spanish expressions like com- 
erse 'eat [sth] up', the actual E of the event can be construed as I, I's body, 
or I's interests, giving us a prototypical middle meaning marking the partial 
identification of E and I. Each of these stems corresponds to one of the sets 
of intransitive middles discussed in 3 above, the difference being the pres- 
ence in the event expressed by the stem of a second, fully individuable 
event-participant. 

This rather infrequent use of -m is closely related to another middle use 
that I refer to as an "instrumental middle." In this highly productive con- 
struction, a (usually intransitive) verb is affixed with both -m and a lexical 
suffix representing a part of I's body used as an instrument. Thus, adding 
-m and a lexical suffix to an intransitive stem such as qWala 'be no more' in 
(40a) causativizes it and yields transitive forms as in (40b) and (40c): 

(40a) ... s-cwala-s tax 
NP-be:no:more-3sG that:one 

'until he was all gone' (BCT: 189-90, line 42) 

(40b) ... si-A'i=yak-nu s-qwala=yak-m-tixw 
NP-fast=hand=2SG NP-be:no:more=hand=MD-3PL:2SG 

'... that you use them up so fast' (BCT:114, line 179) 

(40c) cximayx s-qwala=yuc-m-is caw+cx 
true NP-be:no:more=mouth-MD-3sG:3SG+D this:one 

ta+sta-apsu- + it ... 
D +coM-village- 1PL:PO+D 

'she truly ate up our whole village ...' (BCT:149, line 206) 

In such clauses, the middle seems to be performing its familiar function of 
marking partial identity of two event-participants, although here-rather 
than marking partial identity of I and E-it marks partial identity of initia- 
tor and midpoint, in this case an instrument which is part of I's body (I D 
M). This can also be seen in the contrast between the sentences in (41), 
where syntactic transitivity seems to be purely the result of the presence in 
the event of a second, fully individuated participant: 

(41a) cp=ak-cinu 
wipe=hand-2sG: SG 

'I wipe your hand' (Saunders and Davis 1975:361) 

(41b) cp=ak-m-c 
wipe=hand-MD-1 SG 

'I am wiping my hand' (Davis and Saunders 1973:238) 
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(41c) cp=ak-m-ic 
wipe=hand-MD-3sG: 1SG 

'I wipe it with my hand' 
*'I wipe my hand' (Saunders and Davis 1975:358) 

The first sentence here shows the normal transitive use of the verb cp 'wipe 
[sth]', in which there are two event-participants, and the lexical suffix =ak 
'hand' is interpreted as referring to the hand of the affected event-partici- 
pant, 'you'. In (41b) (taken from 3b above), cp appears as an ordinary intran- 
sitive middle of body action and =ak refers to the hand of I, with which it 
is partially identified (I D E). In (41c), however, the event is presented as 
having two participants, the wiper and the object wiped, and so the verb 
bears transitive agreement, just as in (41a). As it is in ordinary intransitive 
middles, however, the appearance of -m in (41c) signals the partial 
identification of I with some other event-participant, in this case an instru- 
mental midpoint (M) realized by the lexical suffix =ak (I D M) (cf. verbs of 

speaking with =uc 'mouth' and verbs of motion/travel with =at 'foot'). 
Other instrumental forms found in BCT are listed in (42): 

(42) Instrumental middle (50 instances of 12 stems) 

cni > cnt=ak-m ?amat > ?amat=ak-m 
'oneself' 'do [sth] oneself' 'be located, stay' 'put, leave 

[s.o.]' 

xil > xii=uc-m qay > qay=uc-m 
'be many' 'tell [sth] many 'be poor' 'bad mouth 

times' [s.o.]' 

?awl > ?awl-txw=uc-m cay=ak > cay=ak-m 
'follow [s.o.]' 'yell after [s.o.]'35 'finish handiwork' 'finish with 

[sth]' 

kal > kal=aqWs-m kal=ai-m kal=us-m 
'go meet 'spy [sth]' 'come upon [sth]' 'meet with 

[s.o.]' [s.o.]'36 

qWala > qWala=yak-m qWala=yuc-m 
'be no more' 'use [sth] up' 'eat [sth] all up' 

?ay > ?ay=ak-m ?ay=uc-m 
'happen' 'do, get [sth]' 'say [sth]'37 

35 The morpheme -txw means 'distant'. 
36 Literally, these last three forms are, respectively, 'meet-eye', 'meet-foot', and 'meet-face'; 

the last form obligatorily bears the reciprocal suffix -tmaxw (see the discussion of 46 below). 
37 This last form is especially numerous in BCT, accounting for 23 separate instances of in- 

strumental -m. 
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These forms tend to have rather idiomatic uses, and in many of these the lit- 
eral somatic meaning of the lexical suffix seems to be giving way to a more 
grammaticalized sense of the typical action performed by that body part 
(hence, =ak 'hand' > 'use, do' and =uc 'mouth' > 'eat, speak' or 'food'). The 
transitivization of the verbal root in such constructions may be as much a 
result of this process of grammaticalization-wherein the lexical suffixes 
become causitive-like verb extensions-as it is the result of the use of -m. 
The appearance of the somatic suffix in itself, even in lexicalized expres- 
sions, does not appear to transitivize the verb, as shown in (43): 

(43a) wix+kw+i+lu+ci+k s-cay=ak-s 
be:then+QT +CCP+EXPV+PERF NP-finish=hand=3SG 

ta+nucakWaax`+tx s-nu-ciix-is tax way 
D+wolf+D NP-AGT-bury-3SG:3sG that:one okay 

'it was when the wolf finished [digging the hole] that he buried it 
all right' (BCT:187, line 19) 

(43b) ... s-cay=aak-m-tit 
NP-finish=hand=MD-3PL:3PL 

'... when they had finished with them' (BCT:224-25, line 199) 

Thus, it is the combination of the middle marker and the lexical suffix 
which allows for the formation of the syntactically transitive clause, the 
lexical suffix introducing an additional participant and the middle marker 
ensuring that the new participant is an instrument partially identified with 
I, as shown in (41) above. 

Another use of -m in transitive clauses is found with events of mental ac- 
tivity or cognition, as in (44): 

(44) wix+kw s-?ay-tu-tis ta+s-)'msta-nalus+t:W 
be:it+QTV NP-do-cs-3PL:3SG D+NP-person-become+D 

s-sx=likt-m-tis 
NP-(bad=personality-MD)-3PL:3SG 

'he did this to the human beings because he was angry at 
them' (BCT: 122, line 249) 

According to Kemmer (1993), verbs of cognition and emotion such as 
sxliktm 'get angry at [s.o.]' bear middle marking because they present I as 
being in some way separate from I's cognitive/emotive faculties-that is, E 
is I's mind (I D E). Figure 6 (based on Kemmer 1993:128) shows the pro- 
totypical mental event as the interaction of I with some stimulus (S). In fig- 
ure 6, I turns its attention (the dashed arrow) to the stimulus, which in turn 
affects E, I's psyche. Seen in this way the stimulus is clearly not an E of the 
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FIG. 6 

interaction but an intermediary link between initiator and endpoint; such 
processes identify I and E without designating them as a unitary entity (the 
thinker is not the thought)-hence, the presence of -m. Note that, given the 
prominent role of the stimulus in such events, verbs of cognition naturally 
lend themselves to realization as syntactically transitive clauses, at least to 
the extent that S is presented as an individuable entity in its own right. 
Middles of this type are listed in (45): 

(45) Transitive mental events (7 instances of 5 stems) 

nanix nu-nanix=ik-m iuinixuus-m (deponent) 
'mourn [s.o.]' 'forget [sth]'38 'realize [sth]'39 

mniat nu-mnlat=ik-m cayam=us-m (deponent) 
'measure [sth]' 'figure [sth] out' 'listen to [s.o.]'40 

sx=likt-m (deponent) 
'get angry at [s.o.]' 

The last form shown here, sxliktm 'get angry at [s.o.]', has a closely related 
intransitive counterpart, sxlxliktm 'be angry at everything, get angry and 
take off' (eight instances) formed with the inchoative suffix -lx; the intran- 
sitivity of this second form seems to follow from the lack of a definable, in- 
dividuable endpoint in the event. Note that all of the middles of this type 
are formed on historically complex stems and are compositionally opaque, 
making this a rather marginal (if cross-linguistically typical) use of the 
middle voice. 

4.2. The nonunitariness of events. Up to this point in the discussion, 
the meaning of -m has centered on the partial identification of a partici- 
pant playing one semantic role in an event with another participant play- 

38 Nater (1990:34) glosses the circumfix nu- =ik as 'mind'. 
39Nater (1990:65) gives the bound root lul- 'informed'. -nix is a lack of control morpheme 

and =uus is the lexical suffix 'face'. 
40 The root of this form is not glossed in BCT; the other two morphemes are -am 'CON- 

TROLLED DEVELOPMENT' and =us 'face'. There is a root cay 'stop, finish; all', though it is hard 
to reconcile this meaning with the full form given here. 
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ing another role. The two are seen to be the same entity but not exactly 
equivalent-one representing, say, a particular body part or property of the 
other-and in this sense the two participants are construed as representing 
a single but nonunitary entity. There is, however, another way in which as- 
pects of an event can be nonunitary: the event itself-that is, the temporal 
processes expressed by the verb-can be presented as nonunitary in that it 
may consist of smaller subevents which are not fully distinguished from one 
another by the speaker. Consider, for instance, the pair in (46): 

(46a) kwnkwanaat-tmaxw-aw+c 
(RDP)cry-RCP-3PL +PERF 

'they were making each other cry' (BCT:7, line 23) 

(46b) ... s-kal-tmaxW-m-is ta +'msta+tx 
NP-meet-RCP-MD-3SG:3SG D+person+D 

'... when she met a man' (BCT:128, line 12) 

(46a) is an example of a typical reciprocal event which can be broken 
down into two fully distinguishable subparts-that is, it can be subdivided 
into two separate subevents: A makes B cry and B makes A cry. While 
(46a) presents both events as part of a whole, its components represent dis- 
crete actions-e.g., A insults B and B insults A, A's insult causing B to cry 
and B's insult causing A to cry. The event in (46b), however, is not fully 
distinguishable into two separate subevents in that meeting is an inherently 
reciprocal action: if A meets B, then necessarily B meets A and the event 
described by the first statement is necessarily the same event described by 
the second. Thus, even though (46b) has two components in that, from the 
point of view of each of the participants, there are two meetings (or mental 
events of first encounter), these meetings are in fact part and parcel of the 
same event (the crossing of paths of the two characters involved) and so 
cannot be fully distinguished. In this sense, an event such as (46b) is non- 
unitary and the verb kal 'go to meet [s.o.]' appears suffixed with both the 
reciprocal suffix -tmaxw 'each-other' and -m to give the reading 'meet [s.o.]'. 

As argued by Talmy (1991), a wide range of verbs in natural language 
express complex events or conflations of smaller events; under normal cir- 
cumstances, however, these are presented as if they were unitary processes, 
although languages vary as to which aspects of a complex event are con- 
sidered inherent parts of the lexical expression of that event. In English, for 
instance, the verb float contains within its profile (or allows the inclusion 
of) the notion of a path of motion (the boat floated into the harbor). In 
Spanish, however, the notion of path is not included in the meaning of the 
corresponding flotar, which requires an additional verb for its expression 
el barco entro en el puerto flotando, lit. 'the boat came into the harbor 
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FIG. 7 

floating'. Languages can thus be expected to have strategies for conflating 
two events which are expressed by separate lexical items. In BCT, the 
conflation of two events into a single clause receives middle marking, and 
this most consistently occurs in situations that seem best described as ap- 
plicatives, constructions which take an oblique object or PP expressing a 

goal and promote it to direct object, as in (37), repeated here in (47): 

(47a) puu'-0 ti+?imilk+tx ?u1+ti+nus?uul+tx 
come-3SG D+man+D PR+D+thief+D 

'the man came to the thief' 

(47b) pu3'-m-is ti+?imilk+tx ti+nus?uulx+tx 
come-MD-3SG:3SG D+man+D D+thief+D 

'the man attacked the thief' 

In the sentence in (47a) we have an example of a simple intransitive verb 
of motion with a goal phrase; in (47b) the same verb affixed with -m be- 
comes syntactically transitive, taking a direct object designating the goal of 
the motion. Following an analysis by Tuggy (1988), applicatives such as 
these, formed on intransitive predicates, denote a complex event in which I 

performs a specific action that has a potential but unspecified effect on E. 
What I does is fully specified by the stem of the verb to which the applica- 
tive morpheme is attached, but the effect on E (which, by dint of being an 
individuated entity not identified with I, is realized as a direct object) is un- 
stated and left for contextual or pragmatic factors to decide. This pattern is 

represented in figure 7 (based on Tuggy 1988). 
In figure 7, the applicative event is shown as consisting of two separate 

components, I's action (jagged arrow) and the effect on E, which remains 
unstated. This implies a certain nonunitariness-not of endpoint or initia- 
tor, but of event. The middle in (47b) thus marks this nonunitariness of an 
event that is nonetheless realized as a single clause in the same way that the 
middle in earlier examples marks the nonunitariness of an event-participant 
realized as a single NP or pronoun. 

In all, this applicative use of -m in BCT appears with seven different 
stems: 
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(48) Applicative uses (16 instances of 7 stems) 

i'ap > X'ap-m pu)' > pu'-m 
'go' 'go to [s.o.]' 'come' 'come at [s.o.]' 

?niA=ai > Wni'=ai-m ckta > ckt=ak-m 
'travel at 'visit [s.o.] by 'arrive, reach' 'attack [s.o.]'41 

night'42 night' 

yayax-m (deponent) kwai > kwafliwa-m 
'play a trick on [s.o.]' 'be safe' 'make [s.o.] 

safe' 

cay > cayliwa-m caylx=ak-m 
'finished' 'finish with [s.o.]' 'leave [s.o.] alone, 

give up on [s.o.]'43 

Most of these forms are based on verbs of motion, which are a common 
base for applicatives across languages.44 

Another use of -m which seems to be closely related to the applicative is 
found quite frequently in association with transitivized verbs of speaking; 
in such uses, an intransitive verb denoting a speech act becomes a syntacti- 
cally transitive verb whose object is the person spoken to. Compare the 
sentences in (49a) and (49b): 

(49a) ?al-?atma-0+ma+ku+ci+ks cut-s+kw ?il+t'msta+yt 
RES-die-3SG+DUB+SURP+PERF+IND say-3SG+QTV D+person+D 

?ui +i+mna-s+ i 
PR+D+child-3po+D 

'"But she must be dead now," the woman said to her 
daughter' (BCT: 111, line 149) 

(49b) yaya-liwa-timut-x cucut-m-is+kWaI+txw 
(RDP)good-SEM-CAUS:REFL-IMP (RDP)say-MD-3SG:3SG 

a +t + ta+mna-s +tx 
PR+then D+child-3Po+D 

"'Be brave," he told his son then' (BCT: 118, line 212) 

41 This verb can be further broken down into ?n' 'night' + =ai 'foot'. 
42 Literally, 'arrive-hand' (cf. English 'raise one's hand against [s.o.]'). 
43The additional suffixes in this and the previous form are -liwa 'SEMBLATIVE' and -Ix 

'INCHOATIVE'. 
44Dale Kinkade (personal communication) points out that historically these applicatives 

may be related to a separate applicative morpheme still found in Comox, although the distinc- 
tion does not appear to exist in the synchronic grammar. 
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The verb in (49a) is the intransitive verb cut 'speak', which-like its En- 
glish gloss-may express a listener in a PP; in (49b), the verb (here in re- 
duplicated form) is affixed with -m, becoming syntactically transitive, and 
the listener is promoted to direct object, just as in (47). Other verbs of 
speaking which show this pattern are: 

(50) Transitive speech events (20 instances of 3 stems) 

?axWs > ?axws-m cut > cut-m 
'holler' 'yell at [s.o.]' 'speak' 'speak to [s.o.]' 

waylit > waylit-m 
'assent, agree'45 'assent to, agree with [s.o.]' 

The forms given here show a syntactic pattern that looks to be the equi- 
valent of the applicative-the promotion of an oblique object or goal to a 
direct object in the clause. In a true applicative, however, the second event- 
participant is construed as having been in some way affected or potentially 
affected by the action of I, although the exact nature of that affectedness 
may merely be implicit in the nature of the action or in discourse. In the 
case of speech acts, it is not as clear to what extent the listener is affected 
by what is said or by the act of speaking itself, although it certainly could 
be argued that I's action, speaking, does have an effect (or a potential effect) 
on the psyche of the listener. Like more ordinary applicatives, speech events 
can thus be seen as consisting of two separate components-the speech act 
of I and the perception of that speech by the listener-and so conform to 
the Bella Coola middle pattern in the same way that the applicative does, 
representing the conflation of two events which are intimately connected 
but not entirely unitary. 

The final middle use to be discussed here is also related to the notion of 
the nonunitariness of events and is associated with certain specific verbs 
that participate in what are commonly called raising constructions, struc- 
tures in which a transitive verb takes as its direct object an actant (syntactic 
argument) of an embedded clause. In Bella Coola, raising takes place out 
of morphologically nominalized clauses, roughly the equivalents of En- 

glish that-phrases in sentences like we know that he is going, as in (51): 

(51) ?ainap-til wa+?imlk-uks+c s-A'ap-aw 
know-3PL:1PL D+men-PLURAL+D NP-go-3PL 

'we know the men [and] that they are going' (Davis and 
Saunders 1978:42) 

In this sentence, the matrix verb, ?aInap 'know', shows object agreement 
for the person and number of one of the actants in the embedded clause, in 

45 This form is further decomposable into way 'okay' and -lit 'say, go like'. 
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this case the subject, and the utterance as a whole represents two separate, 
nonconflated events. There are, however, a few verbs which appear with -m 
in similar constructions and give a conflated-event reading. One of the 
most common of these is 'ap 'go' which forms expressions with the mean- 
ing of 'begin to': 

(52a) 'ap=ak-m-it ?ai+t w s-ka-?istux-it 
go=hand-MD-3sG:3PL PR+then NP-IRR-skin-3SG:3PL 

'they started to skin him then' (BCT: 135, line 77) 

(52b) A'ap-m-im+kw+kw ta+qiiqtii+tx 
go-MD-3SG:PASS +QTV+USIT D+youth+D 

s-ka-?aW-liqW-im x+tu +stam-xwism-s +txW 
NP-IRR-RES-roll-3SG:PASS PR+D+COM-play-3PO+D 

'the youth began to be rolled every now and then by his 
playmates' (BCT: 112, line 162) 

Sentence (52a) uses two clauses to represent a single event; the matrix 
verb agrees with both the subject and the object of the embedded clause, 
the subjects of the two clauses necessarily being coreferential. In (52b), the 
same structure is given formed on passives of the matrix and the embedded 
clause. There are three stems that appear in such constructions in BCT (one 
of which, C'ap 'go', is also involved in applicatives): 

(53) Event-conflating verbs (17 instances of 3 stems) 

ninic > ninic-m X'ap > A'ap-m 
'be alive' 'survive by [doing sth]' 'go' 'start to [do sth]' 

calxliwa-m (deponent) 
'give up [doing sth]'46 

These uses of -m qualify as middle uses because they subdivide an event 
into two components which, like the components of the applicative event, 
can be identified with one another and which share the same participants, 
but which are not completely equivalent and are realized in separate clauses 
(although unlike the applicative event, both components are fully specified). 
Thus, verbs of this type are like applicatives and transitive verbs of speech 
in that they give us a construal of a single event composed of two subevents 
whose partial identity is indicated by the middle marker -m. Partial identi- 
fication of subevents is thus subsumed along with partial identification of 
event-participants under the general heading of relative elaboration and it 

46This form can be broken down as follows: cay 'finish' + -Ix 'INCHOATIVE' + -liwa 
'SEMBLATIVE'. 
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is over these two domains that the bulk of the instances of the Bella Coola 
-m range, making it an excellent candidate for a middle marker. 

5. Transitivity and the continuum of unitariness. In conclusion, it 
seems that the majority of uses of -m (246 instances of 89 stems) conform 
closely enough to well-known and widely recognized properties of middle 
morphemes in the broad sample of languages examined by Kemmer (1993) 
that it can safely be labeled as a marker of middle voice. Like the middle in 
many languages, -m appears in syntactically intransitive clauses denoting 
grooming and other actions directed toward the initiator's own body (I D 
E); it appears in verbs denoting speech events (I D M), and in verbs of 
body posture, translational, and nontranslational motion (I c E); and, as in 
many languages, it is used to form medio-passives and verbs expressing 
spontaneous events (I c E), this last meaning having been extended some- 
what to a cross-linguistically more unusual use in the formation of incho- 
ativelike expressions (I1 = lt2). 

In addition to these standard uses of the middle marker, Bella Coola 
makes use of -m in some syntactically transitive clauses, including those in 
which an intermediary event-participant such as an instrument interacts 
with an individuable midpoint (M) which is partially identified with the ini- 
tiator (I z M >< E) of a semantically transitive event, events where I acts 
on M and the endpoint is I's own self-interest (I D E >< M), and events 
where I interacts with some external stimulus (S) and the endpoint is I's 
own psyche (I D E >< S). Bella Coola also applies -m to the formation of 
syntactically transitive clauses in certain applicative and applicative-like ex- 

pressions in which, as discussed in 4.2, it serves to mark the nonunitariness 
of an event expressed as a single clause. -m also appears associated with 
what resemble raising constructions, where -m indicates the nonunitariness 
of events whose partial identification with one another is reinforced by the 
sharing of arguments across clausal boundaries. The common thread link- 
ing all of these uses of -m (accounting for 240 instances of 78 stems) seems 
to be the notions of unitariness and partial identification, as summarized in 

figure 8. The most variegated use of the middle occurs where a clause pre- 
sents a single-event participant as a nonunitary whole, one part functioning 
as the initiator of an event or process, another part serving as a stimulus 
(S), midpoint (M), or endpoint (E) (194 instances of 64 stems). 

Unitariness of participants forms a continuum, as in figure 9. At the 
lower end of the continuum we have events with a single, unitary partici- 
pant, whereas at the other extreme we have a two-participant event involv- 
ing two highly individuable (and in themselves unitary) participants. The 
center portion of the continuum is divided between reflexives-where there 
is a single participant treated as if it occupied two distinct and separate 
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relatively low 
-~~I ~ elaboration of events 

C3D 
non-unitariness of participants non-unitariness of event 

i G 

I E I DM I DM >< E I acts on E, effect 
I unspecified 

It, It2 I DE I DE >< S I acts on E by 
<ia) ._(Q M acting on E 

IcE 
I 

IE I CE IDE>< M 
intransitive 'transitive 

FIG. 8.-Nonunitariness of event and participant as subschemes of the middle voice. 

individuable o transitive transitive paradigm 

Q0 reflexive 

non-unitary 

C( ) rmiddle intransitive paradigm 

unitary O intransitive 

FIG. 9.-The continuum of unitariness and its expression in Bella Coola. 

semantic roles-and middles, in which some event-participant is con- 
ceived of as a nonunitary whole, parts of which fill distinct semantic roles 
in the clause. Typically, one of these semantic roles must be that of initia- 
tor, but-in Bella Coola, at any rate-the role with which I is partially 
identified need not be E, but can be an intermediary point M such as an 
instrument or the stimulus (S) in an event of cognition. Another interesting 
feature of Bella Coola with respect to this scale is that the minimal crite- 
rion for the occurrence of the transitive agreement paradigm with a stem 
seems to be the construal of the event as having two fully individuable 
participants rather than the realization of a particular semantic role as E; 
reflexive clauses are marked with intransitive agreement suffixes, restrict- 
ing syntactic transitivity to the high end of the scale of unitariness. 
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There is, however, one use of -m that does not quite fit the characteriza- 
tion of the middle as marking partial identification of event-participants- 
although, oddly enough, it is not one of the unusual-looking transitivizing 
uses that is the problem, but the apparently more mundane use of -m as a 
detransitivizer, discussed in 3.4. In this use, -m is affixed to a syntactically 
transitive verb and renders it intransitive, showing a pattern reminiscent of 
what Kemmer (1993) calls an object-deletion middle. Although they are 
not obviously markers of nonunitariness, many of these cases still conform 
to the cross-linguistic definition of the middle in that object-deletion repre- 
sents a relatively lower elaboration of events than the corresponding transi- 
tive form of the verb with a direct object. A number of object-deletion or 
activity middles, however, do appear with objects in the same clause, albeit 
oblique objects in a prepositional phrase: it is not clear in what way pre- 
cisely a clause with an oblique, referential, and totally individuable oblique 
object constitutes a lower elaboration of events than does the same clause 
with a direct object. Certainly the "demotion" of an event-participant to 
an oblique syntactic role in a clause (in other words, the clause's syntactic 
detransitivization) can be taken as a sign of reduced SALIENCY of that par- 
ticipant, and hence as a sign of relatively lower semantic transitivity. How- 
ever, as we have seen in the discussion above, syntactic detransitivization 
is not a one-to-one correlate of reduced event-elaboration: the two are con- 
nected, in that a syntactically transitive event tends to be highly elaborated, 
but a number of constructions in Bella Coola are both syntactically transi- 
tive and middles (indicating some degree of reduced elaboration), whereas 
other monovalent constructions fully elaborate a single event-participant 
and, hence, are syntactically intransitive. 

There is, of course, a potential diachronic explanation of this use of -m, 
in that it may be connected to the self-interest middle found in related lan- 

guages such as Lushootseed. These form syntactically intransitive clauses 
with oblique-and presumably less salient-objects, but also give a sense 
of acting in the interest of the subject that has apparently eroded in Bella 
Coola, leaving these uses of -m with only the meaning of 'reduced saliency 
of object'. As an issue of synchronic grammar, however, the question re- 
mains about whether the activity uses of -m can still be comfortably classi- 
fied as uses of the same -m or whether we are required to posit two separate 
meanings for this morpheme-'nonunitary participant/event' and 'reduced 
saliency of object'. This is not a trivial problem, touching as it does on cen- 
tral issues of the representation meaning in cognitive linguistics, language 
description in general, and grammaticalization theory, and it is likely a ques- 
tion that does not lend itself to a definitive solution. Given that the meanings 
of morphemes evolve along continua or dines that cut across synchronic 
grammatical categories, it is not unexpected that at any given point in the 
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development of a language, a morpheme, or a subschematic meaning of a 
morpheme, may occupy an intermediary position on that dine. In the case 
of Bella Coola, -m appears to be highly grammaticized and the morpheme 
appears not only in a large number of fossilized expressions (9 stems) and 
deponents (22 stems) but also in a number of idiomatic expressions (e.g., 
kal=aqws 'spy [sth]' [lit, 'meet-eye'], kal=ai 'come upon [sth]' [lit. 'meet- 
foot']) whose meanings are not strictly compositional (although the motiva- 
tion for the presence of a middle marker is still transparent). As a result of 
being highly lexicalized, the subschematic meanings of -m seem both to 
have been extended over an unusually broad area of the cross-linguistic do- 
main of the middle voice and to have bifurcated, possibly through the ero- 
sion of the self-interest reading, into two separable subdomains. The first of 
these, nonunitariness, is a standard and well-attested middle meaning across 
languages, while the second, reduced participant saliency, corresponds in 
part to other relatively well known types of middle-the activity and object- 
deletion middle-and in part to a more novel form which allows for the 
realization of an oblique object and so falls slightly outside the realm of 
"reduced elaboration of participants"-and, like its transitivizing uses, 
serves as an example of the varied and innovative uses of -m. 
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